Targeted Marketing For Real Estate
Auctions
OVERVIEW:
Clairvoyant, in conjunction with a national real estate services company offering a home auction platform, implemented
a targeted marketing solution by leveraging public record data to build purchaser profiles. Clairvoyant’s solution allowed
the business to identify prospective or existing purchasers based on the entity purchase history for all properties listed
or upcoming auctions on its platform.
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THE BUSINESS
The client focuses on providing real estate services such as home valuation, a home auction platform, real estate agents,
local market insights, etc. They utilize their mobile and website offerings to cover urban and rural areas throughout the
United States.

BUSINESS CHALLENGES:
●

The client wanted to increase auction engagement, acquire new customers, and better target and market the
sale of properties while identifying the most likely purchasers in an ongoing fashion.

●

The client had access to assessment and deed public records via an existing data provider for more than 3000
counties across the United States. However, the quality, completeness, structure, and coverage varied from
county to county, leading to challenges while standardizing and integrating with internal data sets.

●

In addition to the quality of the data, businesses that operate as purchasers frequently utilize multiple, distinct
entities that may share a similar point of contact, name, or operating address. Existing users of the auction
platform register as individuals, meaning a single business may have made multiple purchases as separate
users and the business may not be aware of the relationship. To build an accurate purchaser profile, these
entity relationships needed to be identified.

THE PROBLEM STORY:
Understanding the marketing process
Nearly 50% of property purchases made on the auction platform were made by single purchase, non-repeating
purchasers. On a given day, more than 2,000 properties were available on the auction platform, and as new properties
were listed, a corresponding direct mail or e-mail campaign would go out to previous purchasers.

THE PROBLEM STORY IN DETAIL:
The marketing process used a blanket approach to engage prospective purchasers and was limited to users previously
registered on the auction platform. The auctions suffered limited engagement when expanding into new markets or
when a for-sale property was located outside a metropolitan area. Also, visibility into purchaser behavior outside of the
auction platform was poor.

THE SOLUTION STORY:
In five months, our team challenged itself to do the following:
●

Generate standardized attributes across internal and public datasets

●

Identify additional datasets that can be used to augment internal and public deed or assessment data

●

Create a Machine Learning-aided entity resolution process that can manage bulk and incremental updates

●

Extract business entities from available datasets and perform entity resolution to create purchaser profiles

●

Integrate the entity resolution output with the processed data

●

Create interactive dashboards for end-users to select a property listed for sale and view the top N potential
purchasers. The dashboard would then further refine the purchaser criteria by dynamically selecting from the
available attributes

●

Create a data pipeline to regularly ingest new data and continually build depth in the newly created purchaser
profiles

THE RESULT STORY:
Clairvoyant delivered purchaser profiles and a method to connect a profile to for-sale properties within four months of
the project kickoff. This automated solution could ingest weekly county data, resolve new entities to existing profiles,
and match newly listed properties to new or existing purchaser profiles.
With this new data, the solution was able to identify existing or prospective purchasers for properties as soon as they
were listed for sale. It targeted marketing and sales based on purchasers’ transaction history and identified prospective
purchasers in markets that previously showcased poor engagement levels. The available dashboards provide macro and
micro-level visibility into property sales activity across the United States with the option to dive into deeper detail or
segment data based on the available attributes.

The Data:
County Coverage

3300

Purchaser Profiles Created

250000

Transactions in Profiles History

1000000

Example of prospective buyers and listings with similar attributes

